
Installation Instructions
Spider Rear Netting

DD-N-JK4-07RS
Jeep JK unlimited 2007-up

-Thank you for purchasing a Dirtydog 4x4 netting system. 

Please read these instructions fully to familiarize yourself with 

the installation. You should have 3 main pieces. Right side, left 

side, and backside. Set aside 30 minutes for the first time you 

install your netting. Installation is done easiest with the hard 

Step 1

Start with the back piece first. 

Install the short straps on the 

side roll bars first. For correct 

positioning the fifth strap from 

the bottom attaches at the top 

of the roll bar. Each additional 

strap installs down the roll bar. 

The last strap connects to the 

rear fender with the strap in 

the lower photo. This strap 

connect to the under side of 

the fender lip using the longer 

bolts provided. These will 

thread into the hardtop nut if 

you have them or you can use 

the nut and washer we have 

VIDEO INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE AT:
WWW.DIRTYDOG4X4.COM OR  WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/DIRTYDOG4X4



The strap at the very top of 

the rear piece wraps around 

the top of the vertical roll bar 

comes toward the outside 

wraps back around and 

connects into the ladderloc 

clip. See photo

Slide each half of the aluminum tailgate bar in the last row as 

shown in the photo. This bar will connect at the center of the net 

and then the whole bar is clipped into soft-top tailgate clips. 

(Clips can be purchased form us or your local dealer.) This last 

row is optional and can be cut off if not needed.



Next is to install is the 

attaching strap with the nut 

and washer provided.  This is 

the strap that has a single ring 

on one end. This attaches to 

the existing bolt stud that you 

will find under the carpet 

directly behind the  rear door 

STEP 2

Start with either side. There are 

4 rings that attach with straps. 

2 rings attach sharing the 

straps you already installed on 

the rear section (white arrows) 

and 2 rings that attach with 

additional straps provided 

(black arrows). The bottom 

The side straps can now be 

installed on the loop in the 

order  shown in the photo. 

Tighten straps 1 and 2 evenly so 

net is pulling equally in both 

directions. Followed by straps 3 

and 4.
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Dirtydog 4x4

3045 Southcreek Road

Mississauga, ON

Canada 

1.855-704-0708

Question? Call or email  orderdesk@dirtydog4x4.com

Any excess straps that hang out can be tucked in under itself. Adjust and 

tighten straps as needed to even out the net so it is positioned properly. 

Your net comes with a 3 year warranty against manufacturing defects. 

Cuts, abrasions, sun faded items are not covered under the warranty.

The last strap at the bottom 

can now be installed using the 

loop at the rear strap that you 

installed at the beginning.

Inside view



Buckle with 
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Buckle with

 grommet

Buckle with 

roll bar Wrap

Buckle with 

roll bar Wrap
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